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Abstract

Microglial activation is one of the earliest and most prominent features of nearly all CNS neuropathologies often occurring prior to other

indicators of overt neuropathology. Whether microglial activation in seemingly healthy CNS tissue during the early stages of several is a response

to early stages of neuronal or glial distress or an early sign of microglial dysfunction causing subsequent neurodegeneration is unknown. Here we

characterize and discuss how changes in the CNS microenvironment (neuronal activity/viability, glial activation) lead to specific forms of

microglial activation. Specifically, we examine the potential role that TREM-2 expressing microglia may play in regulating the effector function of

autoreactive T cell responses. Thus, we suggest that ubiquitous suppression of microglial activation during CNS inflammatory disorders rather than

targeted manipulation of microglial activation, may in the end be maladaptive leading to incomplete remission of symptoms.

# 2006 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Microglia are the tissue macrophage of the central nervous

system (CNS) and are found in all regions of the CNS and

spinal cord (Streit, 2000; Aloisi, 2001; Carson, 2002; Rezaie

and Male, 2002; Raivich, 2005). As suggested by their name,

microglia are small cells. As shown in Fig. 1, fine processes

extend out in all directions from the very small cell body of a

microglia. Static pictures such as these have helped promote the

concept that microglia are inactive in the healthy brain, and do

not become active until environmental cues (pathogens and/or

local cellular damage) stimulate the cells to change their

morphology, as evidenced by increase in the size of the cell

body and microglial processes. This idea of inactive immobile

cells as the phenotype of microglia in the healthy brain was

dramatically overturned in two recent studies. In these studies,

live imaging of microglia in adult murine CNS tissue

dramatically demonstrated that the cell bodies of the cells

tended to stay in one place. Strikingly, the cell processes

extending from the microglia were constantly in motion,

suggesting constant monitoring of signals from the many cells

in their environment (Davalos et al., 2005; Nimmerjahn et al.,

2005). Furthermore, the slightly enlarged tips of the process

extensions suggested that microglia were constantly engulfing

material from their environment. As with other tissue

macrophages, it is likely these cells are playing dual roles as

sentinel cells and as ‘‘clean-up’’ cells helping to maintain the

integrity of a physiologically active organ. These recent studies

have triggered a renewed interest in defining the role of

microglia!

As early as the 1930s, Rio Hortega developed a staining

method to label these cells and speculated on their roles in the

CNS as brain macrophage (Rezaie and Male, 2002). Today,

after approximately 75 years of additional research, the

scientific community is still debating about the function of

microglia in the healthy, injured and diseased CNS. On one

hand, a very large literature exists that conclusively demon-

strates the ability of activated microglia to produce large

quantities of neurotoxic molecules. In vitro and in vivo

experiments have also implicated activated microglia as

promoting maladaptive autoreactive T cell responses. Further-

more, treating mice with agents such as minocycline that

decrease microglial activation, does partially ameliorate

clinical symptoms of rodent models of CNS inflammation

and/or neurodegeneration (Zemke and Majid, 2004; Cai et al.,
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2006; Familian et al., 2006; Nikodemova et al., 2006). On the

other hand, a smaller body of literature demonstrates the

neuroprotective potential of microglia. Several studies have

directly demonstrated the potential for activated microglia to be

directly neuroprotective by their production of growth factors

or to be indirectly protective by their production of

immunosuppressive molecules (Polazzi et al., 2001; Polazzi

and Contestabile, 2002; Minghetti, 2004; Streit, 2005). In

addition, recent data suggest that microglial interactions with

CD4+ T cells may be essential for the development and/or

maintenance of neuroprotective T cell responses (Byram et al.,

2004).

The obvious question arises of how to integrate these two

apparently opposing lines of data. In part the inability of the

scientific community to come to a consensus about the

consequences of microglial activation for CNS function may be

due to at least four factors:

(1) The high degree of functional plasticity observed when

studying microglia.

(2) The inherent difficulty of examining microglial function in

vivo.

(3) The inability to distinguish acutely infiltrating peripheral

macrophages from long-term CNS resident microglia when

examining CNS tissue sections, and.

(4) The artificially induced propensity of model systems to

respond to insult and pathogenic signals with either

balanced, well-regulated responses or disproportionate,

dysregulated responses.

In this article we discuss these issues and try to reconcile the

apparently conflicting data regarding microglial function. We

will examine the extent microglia are a tissue-specific type of

macrophage specialized for the CNS, and the extent that their

phenotype and function are regulated by neurons and glia.

Specifically, we discuss how the context of microglial

activation may be the key indicator of whether microglia

contribute toward directing infiltrating immune cells toward

neuroprotective versus neurodestructive effector functions. To

address these issues, first, we need to discuss what is an

appropriate and predictive model to define microglial function.

2. Are cultured microglia predictive models of

microglial function in vivo?

Microglia comprise between 5 and 15% of the resident cell

population of the CNS, but current methods for isolating these

cells acutely from the CNS are labor intensive and notorious for

their relatively low yields (Streit, 2000; Aloisi, 2001; Carson,

2002; Rezaie and Male, 2002; Raivich, 2005). Thus, we and

others have often used the more easily prepared primary

microglia derived from mixed glial cultures established from

neonatal mice and rats (Carson et al., 1998). However, as noted

by numerous groups, we have found that these cultured

microglia differ both in gene expression and in function from

microglia acutely isolated from adult rodent CNS.

Specifically, in our initial efforts to generate a molecular

definition of microglia, we performed a comprehensive

comparison of neonatal cultured microglial and peritoneal

macrophage gene expression (Schmid et al., 2002; Carson et al.,

2004). We found several molecules such as the chemokine

CXCL14 and protease nexin 1 (PN-1) that were expressed at

higher levels in cultured microglia than in peritoneal

macrophages and that were regulated by 24 h treatment with

LPS/IFNg (Fig. 2). However, when we examined the expression

of these molecules in vivo by in situ hybridization analysis, we

found that neurons not microglia were the primary expressers of

CXCL14 and astrocytes and not microglia were the primary

expressers of PN-1. Thus, one of the primary outcomes of our

initial gene expression studies was the demonstration that

cultured microglia express molecules that are either not

expressed or that are expressed at only very low levels (below

detection) by microglia in vivo.

3. Are cultured microglia still useful models of

microglia function in vivo?

Streit and colleagues have often noted that much of the data

demonstrating the neurotoxic potential of microglia are from

experiments using cultured microglia (Streit, 2005). Our

molecular description of the differences between cultured

and in vivo microglia also indicate that conclusions based on

cultured microglia should be interpreted cautiously. Another

complication in determining appropriate models has been

revealed by several research groups, but also by our molecular

studies: microglial heterogeneity in the rodent CNS (Schmid

et al., 2002). Not surprisingly, we found that perhaps due to the

homogenous environment of the culture dish, microglia in vitro

display a much more homogenous phenotype.

Despite these observations, the great difficulty in isolating

sufficiently large numbers of cells for RNA isolation and/or

functional assays preclude routine use of adult microglia by

most labs. Lack of access to mice and appropriate instrumenta-

tion will also prevent many labs from using live imaging
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Fig. 1. Microglia in adult murine CNS visualized with tomato lectin.



techniques to monitor microglial activity within the living

animal. Therefore, it is likely that a large body of microglial

research will continue to rely on cultured forms of microglia.

However, when interpreting data derived from cultured

microglia, we must be aware that we are studying a cell type

that is designed to monitor the health and activity of the neurons

and glia in its environment! Cultured microglia, even when

cultured in the presence of mixed glial cells are usually

deprived of neuronal signals.

4. Is there evidence that neuronal signals do actively

regulate microglial phenotype?

The most obvious answer to this question comes from a

neuronal:microglial co-culture model. In this system, micro-

glial expression of MHC class II was inhibited when neurons

were electrically active, but was rapidly induced when

electrical activity was suppressed (Neumann, 2001). More

recently, several neuronally expressed molecules have been

found to regulate the baseline activation status of microglia in

vivo. For example, in vivo, CNS neurons express CD200, while

microglia (and other macrophages) express the CD200 receptor

(Hoek et al., 2000). When CD200 expression was deleted in

knock-out mice, microglia displayed an activated phenotype

(elevated expression of CD45, MHC class II, complement

receptor 3) in the absence of pathogenic stimuli and displayed a

more rapid and robust activation in the presence of cellular

damage or pathogenic stimuli.

These data indicate the need to carefully interpret

experiments using cultured microglia. Cultured microglia

experiment must be considered as models of microglia

activated after neuronal signals are lost and when glial

proliferation is occurring! This is not how these studies are

usually interpreted, but may indicate why results from in vitro

assays are not always predictive of in vivo events. It is likely

that culture models may have greater relevance for stroke and

other neurological disorders with large neuronal lesions and

reactive gliosis.

5. Do parenchymal microglia differ from other

macrophage populations?

When examining histological sections of CNS pathologies,

microglia and macrophages are often considered together as

one population of microglia/macrophages. Indeed, activated

microglia do express all of the common macrophage markers,

including iba1, Fc receptor, CD11b, F4/80, CD14 and CD45

preventing an easy distinction between microglia and acutely

infiltrating macrophages (Sedgwick et al., 1991; Becher et al.,

1996; Carson et al., 1998; Aloisi, 2001; Popovich and Hickey,

2001). However, despite expressing many of the same

molecules, several recent studies clearly illustrate that

microglia and macrophages are phenotypically distinct cell

types and are not fully interchangeable in their functions.

Most notably, microglia and peripheral macrophage

populations appear to differ in the rate that they are replaced

by bone marrow stem cells: parenchymal microglia are only

slowly or rarely replaced by bone marrow stem cells, while all

other macrophage populations tend to be replaced 100% within

days to months (Matsumoto and Fujiwara, 1987; Hickey and

Kimura, 1988; Schilling et al., 2003). This is tissue dependent,

with the fastest rate of turnover being evident in the blood, and

slower rates observed in the skin (�20–30 days) and in the heart

(�3–6 months). These determinations of the lifespan and
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Fig. 2. Real-time PCR analysis of CXCL14 (A) and protease-nexin 1 (B) in cultured microglia and peritoneal macrophages, untreated or LPS/IFNgamma treated as

previously described in Schmid et al. (2002). CXCL14 primers: (forward primer: 50-ATAAGGGGTTTTGTATTTGTCCAT; reverse primer: 50-CATGCT-

CACTGTTCCTCCCA; amplification product: 76 bp), PN-1 primers: (forward primer: 50-CTGGGATGCTGTAGTGAAGGAT; reverse primer: 50-CCTGGAAAGT-

CACACATATCAACA; amplification product: 163 bp).



turnover of macrophages in tissues has primarily relied on the

use of irradiation bone marrow chimeric mice in which bone

marrow of a recipient animal is killed by lethal irradiation and

replaced by donor bone marrow expressing markers such as

green fluorescent protein (GFP). We have recently reviewed

this literature (Carson et al., 2004). Therefore, here we will

merely note the following. In most of these types of studies,

small numbers of donor derived (i.e. GFP+) cells with a

microglia morphology and expressing macrophage markers can

be found in the otherwise unmanipulated adult rodent CNS

(Matsumoto and Fujiwara, 1987; Hickey and Kimura, 1988;

Schilling et al., 2003). These cells do not appear with equal

frequency or with equal kinetics in all brain regions. Rather

when care is taken to note whether these cells have truly left the

vasculature, donor derived cells are found primarily associated

with cerebral vasculature (i.e. perivascular macrophages),

within the leptomeninges and the cerebellum. In other brain

regions such as the cerebral cortex, caudoputamen and

hippocampal formation, donor derived GFP+ parenchymal

microglia were never found (Matsumoto and Fujiwara, 1987;

Hickey and Kimura, 1988). For humans, a small number of

bone marrow transplant studies in which donor and recipient

were gender mismatched suggest that these data derived from

rodent studies apply to human physiology (Unger et al., 1993;

Bauer et al., 2001).

In sum, the primary finding from these irradiation bone

marrow chimeric studies is the demonstration that the CNS is

populated by two very different types of myeloid cells: a

parenchymal population slowly or only rarely replenished by

bonemarrow stem cells and a primarily perivascular, meningeal

and cerebellum associated population that is rapidly and

frequently replaced by bone marrow stem cells. The regional

differences in the relative proportions of these two populations

is quite likely to have significant ramifications for CNS:im-

mune system interactions and the propensity of different

regions to develop autoimmune disease.

Of particular interest is the speculation that these two

populations have different abilities to leave the CNS and

migrate to the draining cervical lymph nodes. Previously we

have shown that following injection of dye-labeled peripheral

antigen-presenting cells (dendritic cells and macrophages)

directly into the CNS, we could detect these cells in the T cell

zones of the cervical lymph nodes (Carson et al., 1999). By

contrast, following injection of dye-labeled cultured microglia

into the CNS, wewere unable to detect microglia in the cervical

lymph nodes. These data suggest that at best microglia are

several orders of magnitude less efficient at migrating out of the

CNS than other macrophage populations, and at worst

microglia may not be able to leave the CNS at all!

6. What are the consequences of this potential

differential ability to migrate to the draining lymph

nodes?

The primary initiation of T cell responses to antigen does not

occur within tissues (Lo et al., 1999). The initial activation of T

cell responses occurs when tissue macrophages/immature

dendritic cells migrate to the lymph nodes, after having

phagocytosed material (cellular debris, pathogens) from within

their starting tissue (i.e. pancreas, liver, thyroid). Immature

dendritic cells and macrophages are able to proteolytically

process this material (a process referred to as antigen-

processing) and place this processed material within the

binding cleft of MHC class I and MHC class II. The antigen-

loadedMHC is then transported to the cell surface. Upon arrival

in the lymph nodes, these cells can then present the antigen to

the T cell receptors on either CD8 T cells (antigen presented

within the binding cleft of MHC class I) or CD4 T cells (antigen

presented within the binding cleft of MHC class II). This

antigen-presentation event is an essential rate-limiting step for

T cell activation. Without an antigen-presenting cell, T cells

cannot detect their target antigens because the T cell receptor is

incapable of binding antigen when it is not presented within

MHC. Thus, If microglia cannot migrate to the cervical lymph

nodes, unlike other macrophages populations they will be

unable to initiate primary immune responses against antigens

located within the CNS. If confirmed by other measures, this

feature of microglial biology would be consistent with the well-

described phenomenon referred to as immune privilege: the

ability of foreign material (grafts, pathogens) to reside in the

CNS parenchyma without initiating a destructive proinflam-

matory T cell response.

7. Are the same microglia there at all times?

When do microglia first appear within the CNS? Although

there is a bit of a controversy of precisely when microglia

populate the CNS, microglia can clearly be detected early in the

development of the CNS. In rodents, they are clearly apparent

as early as embryonic day 15, and can be detected by transgenic

methodologies as early as embryonic day 10.5 (Hirasawa et al.,

2005). However, around birth, ‘‘fountains of microglia’’

become apparent in the CNS. By histology, the implication

is that these microglia are entering from the periphery. This

would suggest that the CNS is populated by waves of myeloid

populations. Surprisingly, the potential consequences for

multiple origins of parenchymal microglia has only rarely

been explored and has not been confirmed by more than

histological methods!

8. Molecular markers of parenchymal microglia versus

peripheral macrophage populations

The holy grail of neuroimmunology would be to identify

molecular markers that distinguish microglia from acutely

infiltrating macrophage populations. As yet, no such markers

have bee identified. However, microglia and macrophages do

express significantly different levels of key regulatory

molecules indicating that these two cell types do indeed exist

in two different stable physiological states. Sedgwick and his

colleagues were the first to discover that in contrast to acutely

infiltrating macrophages and lymphocytes, microglia expressed

much lower levels of CD45 (Sedgwick et al., 1991; Renno et al.,

1995; Carson et al., 1998). In response to chronic pathology or
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robust in vivo inflammatory signals, the CD45 levels on both

microglia and other macrophages does increase. However even

after activation, microglial levels of CD45 tend to remain at an

intermediate level between that of unactivated microglia and of

mature macrophages, although there is some overlap in the

expression levels of CD45 between the various myeloid

populations (Sedgwick et al., 1991; Renno et al., 1995; Carson

et al., 1998).

Subsequent to the seminal studies by Sedgwick and

colleagues, we compared CD45 expression among microglia

and other leukocyte populations as a function of development.

Surprisingly, when comparing embryonic day 15, birth, and

adulthood, we found that only immune cells from embryonic

day 15 fetal liver expressed the same low levels of CD45 as

adult parenchymal microglia (Carson et al., 1998). From this

observation, we suggested that microglia were relatively unique

as they were maintained as a relatively immature macrophage

population in the adult. Recent studies by Finson and

colleagues following microglial expression CD34, an early

marker of immune cell development supports our earlier

speculation (Ladeby et al., 2005).

9. What is the consequence of the differential

expression of CD45?

CD45 (also called leukocyte common antigen) is a protein

tyrosine phosphatase expressed by all nucleated cells of

hemopoetic origin (Sedgwick et al., 1991; Renno et al., 1995;

Carson et al., 1998). In peripheral macrophages, CD45

functions as both an activating signal and as a Janus kinase

(JAK) tyrosine phosphatase that negatively regulates cytokine

receptor signaling involved in the differentiation, proliferation,

and antiviral immunity of hematopoietic cells (Irie-Sasaki

et al., 2003). CD45 is also a receptor for CD22, a molecule first

described as being expressed on B cells. More recently, CNS

neurons have been found to express high levels of CD22 (Mott

et al., 2004). Taken together these observations suggest that

CD22 expressing neurons would be more efficient at inhibiting

macrophage activation than microglia activation for the simple

reason that macrophages express a order of magnitude higher

levels of CD45 than microglia! This in turn suggests that

activated microglia may be performing different functions that

are perhaps less destructive or even more beneficial than those

performed by macrophages!

10. Is there functional evidence for differential

functions of activated microglia and macrophages in

vivo?

Microglia and macrophages cannot be distinguished

histologically (reliable measurements of CD45 need to be

made by flow cytometric cell analysis of cell suspensions).

Therefore, several studies seeking to differentiate the functions

of resident microglia from acutely infiltrating cells have relied

on either irradiation bone marrow chimeric mice or on selective

depletion of peripheral immune cells using various detergent

depletion regimens.

Using bone marrow chimeric animals, Popovich and

colleagues illustrated that microglia and blood-derived macro-

phages were each recruited to different portions of a lesion

caused by traumatic injury to the spinal cord (Popovich and

Hickey, 2001; Popovich et al., 2003). In this model,

macrophage accumulation followed microglial activation.

Strikingly, regions with the most severe neurodegeneration

and subsequent necrosis contained blood-derivedmacrophages,

while spared white matter regions were adjacent to accumula-

tions of activated microglia. Depletion of peripheral macro-

phages by C12MDP liposome treatment dramatically decreased

macrophage recruitment to the injured spinal cord and

dramatically decreased the area of spinal cord necrosis. These

data strongly suggest that microglia and acutely infiltrating

macrophages play distinct roles and that microglia may be

playing less destructive or even actively neuroprotective roles.

11. Can microglial activation be directly

neuroprotective?

One of the earliest microglial responses to neuronal injury is

the induction of MHC class II (Streit, 2000; Aloisi, 2001;

Carson, 2002; Rezaie and Male, 2002; Raivich, 2005). This

induction of MHC class II on microglia has been frequently

postulated to promote maladaptive neurotoxic proinflammatory

T cells response. We previously mentioned that microglia were

unlikely to migrate to the cervical lymph nodes in sufficiently

large numbers to initiate T cell response. However T cells

activated by other antigen-presenting cells outside the CNS will

non-specifically enter tissues searching for their target antigen

(Medzhitov and Janeway, 1998). Antigen-inexperienced

(naı̈ve) T cells can also be recruited non-specifically to the

CNS by chemoattractant signals produced by damaged and

stressed neurons, glia and/or endothelium (Krakowski and

Owens, 2000). Within the CNS, MHC-expressing microglia

can present antigen and thus, inform T cells that their target

antigen is in the local vicinity (Byram et al., 2004). If T cell

activation within the CNS is maladaptive, it is unclear why the

frequent induction of MHC class II does not lead to destructive

autoimmune responses on a more frequent basis. One clue to

this puzzle is suggested by recent studies using the well-

characterized facial axotomy model of neurodegeneration

(Byram et al., 2004).

Sanders and Jones had previously shown that motoneuron

degeneration following facial axotomy is associated with

microglial activation and CNS-infiltration of macrophages and

T cells (Serpe et al., 1999). Surprisingly, Sanders and Jones

observed that this inflammatory response served to limit

motoneuron degeneration (Raivich et al., 1998; Serpe et al.,

1999). Again, using irradiation bone marrow chimeric mice,

mice were generated in which either only microglia or only

peripheral immune cells could act as antigen-presenting cells

(Byram et al., 2004). Not surprisingly, when only microglia

could express MHC class II and present antigen, microglia

alone were unable to initiate the protective CD4+ T cell

response. Conversely, peripheral macrophage also by them-

selves were insufficient to elicit the protective immune
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response, even though GFP+, blood-derived cells could be

detected within the CNS. However, by serially transferring T

cells from one chimeric mouse model to the next, it was found

that microglia and peripheral immune cells each played a

different function during different stages of T cell activation.

Macrophages were required to initiate the response the CD4+ T

cell mediated neuroprotection of motoneurons. However, once

T cell activation was initiated by peripheral macrophages,

protection of motoneurons following facial axotomy was

absolutely dependent on antigen-presentation by microglia

activated by local neurodegenerative signals (Byram et al.,

2004).

12. How do we explain these results with those observed

in proinflammatory EAE studies?

The spinal cord injury and facial axotomy studies suggest

that microglia play essential roles in minimizing neurodegen-

eration and maintaining neuronal integrity. In contrast, several

studies suggest the reverse. Here we also present two studies

using bone marrow chimeric mice that demonstrate specific

microglial contributions to T cell mediated neuropathology.

Experimentally induced autoimmune encephalomyelitis

(EAE) is an animal model for multiple sclerosis (Bauer

et al., 1995). In two separate studies, Becher and colleagues

generated bone marrow chimeric mice in which only

parenchymal microglia or hematogenous macrophages

express the proinflammatory cytokine IL-23 (Becher et al.,

2003) and chimeric mice in which microglia could not

express CD40, the receptor for CD154 (Becher et al., 2001).

Becher and colleagues showed that when microglia could not

express IL-23 or CD40 the severity of clinical symptoms of

MOG-EAE was drastically reduced. Additionally, while there

was little impact on the degree of inflammation occurring

within the CNS, the T cell cytokine profile shifted from a

proinflammatory Th1 response to a protective Th2 response.

Thus even in the presence of CNS-infiltrating macrophages,

interrupting the ability of microglia to support proinflamma-

tory T cell responses is sufficient to alter the course of the

disease.

These studies clearly demonstrate the potential for microglia

and macrophages to play significantly different roles in

neurodegenerative disease. Therefore, it is crucial to directly

examine their differential ability to alter neuronal function and

viability and whether changes in the CNS microenvironment

shifts microglial functions from neuroprotective to proinflam-

matory/neurodestructive.

13. Hints from other models

The development of T cell effector function is entirely

dependent on the context of activation (Medzhitov and

Janeway, 1998; Lo et al., 1999). Namely what types of co-

stimulatory factors does the antigen-presenting cell express

(CD40, B7, etc.)? In the absence of co-stimulation, antigen-

presentation can promote the development T cell inactivation

(anergy) and possibly the development of immunosuppressive

regulatory T cell function. When considering EAE studies, it is

important to realize that destructive autoimmunity requires

either repetitive active immunization of the antigen (i.e. myelin

protein) in the presence of strong adjuvants (complete Freund’s

adjuvant, heat killed mycobacterium tuberculosis and pertussis

toxin) or the transfer of activated T cells already strongly

differentiated into a proinflammatory Th1 phenotype. By

contrast, in the facial axotomy model, no adjuvant was used,

and the only activating stimulus was mechanical injury

followed by Wallerian degeneration. The former EAE

associated treatment leads to systemic activation of T cells

and antigen-presenting cells throughout the body and to

systemic changes in chemokine expression and vascular

function. By contrast the systemic effects of axotomy are

modest at best as overt systemic signs of activation are not

detected and the only signs of inflammation are very local to the

affected motoneuronal tract.

It is also important to note that the same stimuli that induce

microglia expression of MHC also prime and promote

microglial production of nitric oxide and prostaglandins

(Minghetti, 2004). Although these molecules are often

characterized as neurotoxic these molecules also suppress

expression of MHC expression by CNS-infiltrating antigen-

presenting cells and directly inhibit T cell activation. The

relevance of these pathways for immunosuppression are

demonstrated by the increased severity of EAE in mice

deficient in NO production (Willenborg et al., 1999).

However, since these molecules have demonstrated neuro-

toxic effects, the amount of NO/prostaglandin production will

also determine the relative beneficial:deleterious ratio of

microglial activation. In this light it is important to note the

dose of the pathogenic insults used in various published studies

when analyzing outcomes of microglial activation. For

example, a 1 mg/kg dose of intracerebrally injected LPS

induces permanent CNS neurodegeneration and white matter

pallor, while the same treatment with an approximately 25,000-

fold lower dose results in a rapid, robust but entirely self-

resolving CNS inflammation (Schmid et al., 2002). Similarly, in

vitro high does of LPS induce activation induced cell death,

while low does do not!

14. Molecular cues: TREM-2

While the activation state of the peripheral immune system

is clearly important, the studies above also suggest that the

activation status of microglia may play a significant or

contributing role in determining beneficial versus detrimental

outcome. To try to define microglial activation in molecular

terms, we have performed surveys of gene expression in

unactivated and activated microglia isolated from adult murine

CNS. To determine which molecular profiles were associated

with general microglial activation, or with beneficial versus

detrimental outcomes we have also analyzed spatial and kinetic

expression of a subset of molecule identified from our

molecular screens in contrasting models of acute but resolving

versus chronic progressive models of CNS inflammation

(Schmid et al., 2002; Carson et al., 2004).
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In our first set of studies, we have initially focused on the

role of a new family of putative activating receptors: the

triggering receptors expressed on myeloid cells (TREMs) and

their closely related putatively inhibitory receptors: TREM-like

transcripts (TLTs) (Schmid et al., 2002; Carson et al., 2004). In

our initial observations, we discovered that subsets of microglia

in vivo and nearly all microglia in vitro express one member of

this new receptor family, TREM-2. Colonna and colleagues had

recently implicated TREM-2 in promoting antigen-presenting

cell function of immature dendritic cells, while Daws and his

colleagues had implicated TREM-2 in regulating macrophage

production of NO (Bouchon et al., 2001; Daws et al., 2001,

2003). In addition, positional cloning studies revealed that

humans lacking a functional TREM-2 signaling develop an

early onset dementia (Paloneva et al., 2001). Lastly, our lab has

found that microglial expression of TREM-2, but not any other

member of the TREM family is induced in response to nearly

any neurodegenerative signal (Thrash et al., unpublished

results). The one striking exception is the reduction in TREM-2

expression observed following intracerebral injection of LPS or

LPS plus IFNgamma. However, in our model and with the low

LPS does used, we also do not observe neuronal distress or

degeneration. Therefore, TREM-2 appeared as a potential

candidate for regulating the key beneficial versus detrimental

activation states of microglia.

15. What does TREM-2 do?

Since TREM-2 is an orphan receptor, to define the

consequences of TREM-2 mediated activation, Colonna used

antibodies against human TREM-2 to cross-link this receptor

on the surface of immature human dendritic cells (Bouchon

et al., 2001). Using this method, Colonna and colleagues found

that TREM-2 mediated activation triggered dendritic cell

expression of molecules required for antigen-presentation to

CD4+ T cells (including MHC class II, CD40, B7.1, B7.2,

CCR7), without decreasing expression of molecules required to

capture antigen from the environment and process the protein

into antigenic peptides.

To test this hypothesis that TREM-2 could promote the

differentiation of microglia into more potent antigen-presenting

cells, and to monitor TREM-2 protein expression, we have also

used antibodies against the extracellular domains of murine

TREM-2. Using TREM-2 antisera, we confirmed that TREM-2

triggered activation caused the BV-2 microglial cell line to

upregulate the expression of some molecules required for

antigen presentation, specifically MHC class II. In contrast to

what Colonna and colleagues observed with human dendritic

cells, TREM-2 triggered activation failed to induce cultured

microglia to upregulate expression of CD40 (the receptor for a

molecule expressed by activated T cells: CD40 ligand)

(Bouchon et al., 2001). T cells directly induce their antigen-

presenting cells to make cytokines (IL-12/IL23) via CD40

ligand:CD40 interactions that serve to drive and support

proinflammatory T cell function. Therefore, our data imply

that: (a) TREM-2 triggers different activation cascades in

microglia than in other TREM-2 expressing peripheral immune

cells and (b) the TREM-2 positivemicroglia are likely to drive a

different T cell effector function than that of other peripheral

antigen-presenting cells. More recent data from Daws and

colleagues has highlighted the potential importance of TREM-2

expression in the CNS (Daws et al., 2003). Performing a

widescale survey of cells and small molecules, they have

defined an endogenous binding activity (a putative ligand?) on

astrocytes. Taken together these data suggest that astrocytes

may be able to directly regulate the antigen-presenting function

of TREM-2 expressing microglia and macrophages.

We have also discovered a novel non-membrane bound

splice variant of TREM-2 (svTREM-2) with the potential to be

a soluble ‘‘decoy’’ receptor for the endogenous ligand (Fig. 3)

(Schmid et al., 2002; Carson et al., 2004). In both unactivated

microglia and unactivated macrophages, the ratio of membrane

bound TREM to svTREM-2 expression is �9:1. Upon LPS/

IFNg induced activation, microglia and macrophages differ-

entially regulate the relative ratio of these two forms of TREM-

2. In activated microglia, the ratio of membrane bound to sv

forms becomes 12:1, while it becomes 6:1 in activated

macrophages. Thus activated microglia (in vivo and in vitro)

differ from peripheral macrophage populations in that they

preferentially are able to bind TREM-2 ligands (rather than

block them with a soluble decoy receptor).

Recently, there has been a bit of controversy concerning

whether other CNS cells (oligodendrocytes and neurons)

express TREM-2 (Kiialainen et al., 2005). In our studies it may

be possible that we only detected the most prominent

expression of TREM-2 on microglia. One cautionary note

should also be raised. The studies detecting TREM-2 on

neurons and oligodendrocytes primarily used antisera. How-

ever, the presence of a potentially soluble form of TREM-2

(svTREM-2) could be a confounding factor causing cells

associated with microglial secreted svTREM-2 to be identified

as TREM-2 expressing cells. Lastly, TREM-2 belongs to the

family of receptors lacking an intracellular signaling tail and is

entirely dependent on the presence of DAP12 to mediate

TREM-2 induced intracellular signaling. To date, DAP12

expression has not been described in neurons. Thus it is

unlikely that even if TREM-2 is expressed by neurons that it is

functionally active.
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Fig. 3. Alternative splicing of TREM-2 generates a non-receptor form of the

molecule with potential to serve as a ‘‘decoy’’ receptor.



16. Summary and conclusions

Taken together, we have presented evidence from several

labs including our own indicating that microglia are indeed a

CNS-specific type of macrophage. Whether the outcome of

microglial activation is likely to lead to T cell mediated

neuroprotection or neurodegeneration is clearly dependent on

the context of activation. We suggest that current strategies

aimed at completely suppressing microglial function and T cell

activation may only partially ameliorate clinical symptoms of

neurodegeneration. However, since these same strategies will

also inhibit microglia and T cell functions aimed at promoting

CNS repair and regeneration, these strategies may ultimately

lead to maladaptive outcomes.
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